Determinants of matrices related to the Pascal triangle par ROLAND BACHER RÉSUMÉ. On étudie les déterminants de matrices associées au triangle de Pascal.
ABSTRACT. The aim of this paper is to study determinants of matrices related to the Pascal triangle.
1. The Pascal triangle Let P be the infinite symmetric "matrix" with entries = for 0 i, j E N. The matrix P is hence the famous Pascal triangle yielding the binomial coefficients and can be recursively constructed by the rules po,i = pz,o = 1 for i &#x3E; 0 and = pi-lj + for 1 z, j.
In this paper we are interested in (sequences of determinants of finite) matrices related to P.
The present section deals with some minors (determinants of submatrices) of the above Pascal triangle P, perhaps slightly perturbed. and column m;,o ) . Our main result is the experimental observation (Conjecture 3.3 and Remarks 3.4) that given such an infinite matrix whose first row and column satisfy linear recursions (like for instance the Fibonacci sequence 1,1, 2, 3, 5, 8,13, 21, ... ) , then the determinants of a suitable sequence of submatrices seem also to satisfy a linear recursion. We give a proof if all linear recursions are of length at most 2 (Theorem 3.1).
Section 7 is seemingly unrelated since it deals with matrices which are "periodic" along strips parallel to the diagonal. If such a matrix consists only of a finite number of such strips, then an appropriate sequence of determinants satisfies a linear recursion (Theorem 7.1).
Section 8 is an application of section 7. It deals with matrices which are periodic on the diagonal and off-diagonal coefficients satisfy a different kind of Pascal-like relation. Support from the Swiss National Science Foundation is gratefully acknowledged.
We come now back to the Pascal triangle P with coefficients pi,j = (it;). Denote by Ps,t(n) the n x n submatrix of P with coefficients ($+$+s+t) i+s i, j n and denote by Ds,t(n) = det(Ps,t(n» its determinant. In particular, the function n ~ podynornivd of degree st in n.
This Theorem follows for instance from the formulas contained in section 5 of [GV] (a beautiful paper studying mainly determinants of finite submatrices of the matrix T with coefficients tij = ei)). We give briefly a different proof using the so-called "condensation method" (cf. for instance the survey paper ~K1~). Dk,k(n) given by the formula of Theorem 1.1).
Let us also mention the following computation involving inverses of binomial coefficients. Given three integers s, t, n &#x3E; 0 let ds,t (n) denote the determinant of the n x n matrix M with coefficients shows the equality
Introducing the (n -1) x (n -1) lower triangular square matrix ..
, we get P = Tp P(n -1) Tp with coefficients iiij, 0 i, j n -1 given by
Let P(n -3) denote the square matrix of order (n -3) with coefficients j5i,j = Pi+2,j+2 , 0 i, j n -3 (i.e. P(n -3) is obtained by erasing the first two rows and columns of P(n -1) The matrix Pa,a(n) seems to have rank n if n =-1, 3 (mod 6), rank n -1 if n -0 (mod 2) and rank n -2 if n -5 (mod 6). [GHJ] ).
There are other matrices constructed using the numbers (i+j-l) -whose determinants have interesting properties: Let Ak(n) and Bk (n) be the n x n matrices with entries for 0 i, j n and k a fixed integer. It follows from work of Krattenthaler ([K2] and Theorem 5 in [K3] The main feature of the even skew-symmetric construction is perhaps given by the following result. It is easy to see that it is enough to show that a = :1:1 in order to prove the Theorem (the integer Pm equals then -ab and is even by a consideration (mod 2)). This is of course equivalent to showing that the polynomial D(x) has degree 2 and leading term 1.
Consider now the skew-symmetric matrix M of order 2n + 2 defined as follows: The entries of M except the last row and column are given by the odd-order (and hence degenerate) skew-symmetric matrix The last row (which determines by skew-symmetry the last column) of M is given by It is obvious to check that det(M) is the coefficient of x2 in the polynomial D(x) introduced above.
Subtract now row number 2n -1 from row number 2n of M (with rows and columns of M indexed from 0 to 2n + 1), subtract then row number 2n -2 from row number 2n -1, etc until subtracting row number 0 from row number 1. Do the same operations on columns thus producing a skewsymmetric matrix M which is equivalent to M and whose last row is given by ( 1, o, o, ... , 0,0) . The determinant of M equals hence the determinant of the submatrix of M obtained by deleting the first and last rows and columns in M. This submatrix is given by of integral sequences and has the structure of a tree. We call this tree the even skew-symmetric unimodular tree. ( 1,1, -1, -7, 69, 434749) or to ( l,1, -1, -7, 69, 434747) An infinite matrix P with coefficients 0 i, j is a finite perturbation if it has only a finite number of non-zero coefficients.
As before, given an infinite matrix M with coefficients mi,j, 0 z, j we denote by M(n) the matrix with coefficients m$~j, 0 z, j n obtained by erasing all but the first n rows and columns of M. Subtracting (1 + x) times column number (n -2) from column number (n -1) (which is the last one), etc until subtracting (1 + x) times column number 0 from column number 1 transforms the matrix D (n) into a lower triangular matrix with diagonal entries be the determinants of the associated matrices (for fixed (~ul, u2, ll, l2) 
